Classes, Recreation Run Race

For Interest of 600 Students

With just about 600 on campus, things really are moving as summer session at OCE goes into high gear.

After Wednesday's battle of the registration lines, the campus gets together and sings, held in Maple hall at 7:30, was just the relaxation session at OCE goes into high gear.

Mr. Willis Kelby, a veteran of World War II whose large personal collection of photographs is on display in the library, was the guest speaker. His photographs were taken of World War II scenes and were met with great interest.

Kelby told of his experiences during the war and how photography was used by the military. He also discussed the importance of photography in the post-war world.

Kelby's photographs provided a glimpse into the past and a reminder of the sacrifices made by those who served during World War II. His presentation was well received by the audience, who appreciated the opportunity to see such a unique collection of photographs.

Kelby's talk was followed by a question-and-answer session, during which he answered questions from the audience about his experiences and the role of photography in history.

Overall, the event was a success, with many attendees appreciating the opportunity to learn more about photography and its significance in both personal and historical contexts.
I love that little placard in a main street store window: "If you don't come in, please smile when you walk by."

The revival meetings have been attended by a few of our campus leaders. I spielied our talented photographer W.K. and also my favorite housekeeper L.M. there on Thursday evening.

I never will believe I am destined to be an artist, but it was kind of thrilling to carry the "pebble box" and other art supplies along the avenue yesterday. (Got temperamental just like I've said so far.)

If you smile square dancing just blamed yourself for missing the best fun in years. Nobody has fallen down yet yet... and you could be the first.

Old timers are so pleased with the changes made in the old gym (parade): not quite right. They say "Don't give us those good old days when we had no campus recreation room!"

If you heard the young Oregonnaturalists, who were soliciting subscriptions at Troth hall, you probably agree with me that there is a lad who will go places—besides Canada.

You gals who claim to be grandmothers must just all be trying to keep up with Madame Dietrich. I never met such a youngish set of third generationers in all my days. No doubt they have some of your secret methods.

The dean of women says "play" and the registrar says "study." Can't we have fun? I think you can get a lot of votes if you ever come to a showdown. Remember: "Sign up with Sea-Beach and you heard the young Oregonnaturalists, who were soliciting subscriptions at Troth hall, you probably agree with me that there is a lad who will go places—besides Canada.

You gals who claim to be grandmothers must just all be trying to keep up with Madame Dietrich. I never met such a youngish set of third generationers in all my days. No doubt they have some of your secret methods.

So the dean of women says "play" and the registrar says "study." Can't we have fun? I think you can get a lot of votes if you ever come to a showdown. Remember: "Sign up with Sea-Beach and you heard the young Oregonnaturalists, who were soliciting subscriptions at Troth hall, you probably agree with me that there is a lad who will go places—besides Canada.

Back to my beginning thought— if you don't agree with me—do you hope you will smile as you read by?

And so to bed—but I'll see you next time.

—Little Dumbo
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The Oregon Naturalists will be planning this summer for the first time to present a band which may present concerts in nearly all major cities of the U.S. The Alma Trio was in the northwestern part of Oregon last winter when they appeared as the first guest artists on the Hood River Music Festival program.

The Alma Trio is composed of three internationally known musicians: Adolph Baller, piano; Rose Hulta, violinist; and Olga Meja, violoncellist.

The group began playing together once summer when they were all guests of Yehudi Menuhins' music institute in his home in the Santa Cruz mountains of California. The enthusiastic reports of all who have heard them brought more and more people to their impromptu concerts. The demand for invitations has grown to such an extent that they were persuaded to give their group a permanent concert in the nearby community of Les Osot.

Since then the group has played concerts in nearly all major cities of the U.S. Another concert of interest to piano students will be the piano recital presented by the Alma Trio on August 2. Returning to Oregon this summer after a successful spring tour to New England where she played with the Boston Pops Orchestra, Miss Rejto will present her next concert on the Oregon College of Education campus. Miss Rejto's program is not stronger on the OCR campus; she played there during the winter term when the Mrs. Phil music group from Eugene presented a program before the associated business men.

Other information about assemblies and concerts which may be of interest to this paper. Students are urged to check bulletin boards and this newspaper for further details on the above outlined concerts and on concerts and assemblies that may be planned later.

Drowell Starts Band Practice

Mr. Charlie Stowell, music instructor and organizer, reports that plans for a summer school band are progressing. Between 15 and 20 have expressed interest in joining the band. Tuition (no credit is given for the time) and in working to organize a band for the summer, a special light program after proper preparation.

Those who wish to join Mr. Stowell's group should contact him for time and place of planned rehearsals.

Stowell Starts Band Practice

Summer school students will want to take advantage of the six special concerts and programs that are being scheduled for the summer session. By chartering buses, and by taking advantage of group rates, the college will be able to offer the trips at a cost far below what the student would have to secure on his own. Six trips have been planned, but if students indicate interest in making others, the schedule can be expanded.

Most of the trips have been planned for Saturday, and a few have been planned for overnight. The costs as listed below include transportation only. Students must make arrangements for food and other expenses away from the campus. Dormitory residents will be furnished lunches by the dormitory staff.

Pre-registration has been set up. Students are advised to find out the number of trips they wish to attend and sign up with the pre-payment price of $15 will reserve transportation for all the trips, The $15 will also cover the cost of lodging at Oregon State College. Students are urged to make reservations for any trip as early as possible. The cost of the trip will vary for different trips.

The places visited, have been chosen for their scenic and educational value. Geography students, nature study students, and others interested in making others, the possibilities of natural science in the outdoors will be in charge of arrangements. The following excursions have been set up:

Saturday, June 5: Bus trip to The Oregon coast. Bus will leave Todd hall at 7:30 a.m. Lodging in hotels. Cost $15 will also cover the cost of lodging at Oregon State College. Students are urged to make reservations for any trip as early as possible. The cost of the trip will vary for different trips.

Saturday, July 5: Bus trip to Mount Hood and the Columbia river. Bus will leave Todd hall at 7:30 a.m. Lodging in hotels. Cost $15 will also cover the cost of lodging at Oregon State College. Students are urged to make reservations for any trip as early as possible. The cost of the trip will vary for different trips.

Saturday, July 12: Bus trip to Crater Lake National Park. Bus will leave Todd hall at 7:30 a.m. Lodging in hotels. Cost $15 will also cover the cost of lodging at Oregon State College. Students are urged to make reservations for any trip as early as possible. The cost of the trip will vary for different trips.

Saturday, July 26: Bus trip to the Oregon coast. Bus will leave Todd hall at 7:30 a.m. Lodging in hotels. Cost $15 will also cover the cost of lodging at Oregon State College. Students are urged to make reservations for any trip as early as possible. The cost of the trip will vary for different trips.

Wednesday, July 27: Bus trip to the Oregon coast. Bus will leave Todd hall at 7:30 a.m. Lodging in hotels. Cost $15 will also cover the cost of lodging at Oregon State College. Students are urged to make reservations for any trip as early as possible. The cost of the trip will vary for different trips.
Postl Returns From Conference

Professor Anton Postl of OCE's science department recently fully took an active part in the formation of the Western Section, American Nature Study Society, which was organized in Vancouver, B.C., last week.

Meeting as part of the Pacific Divisional session of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the nature study group discussed and studied all phases of the natural history of the western section of the continent. Reports and scientific papers were read, and special techniques of teaching and of scientific study were presented, including advanced work on field trips and their value.

Professor Postl is a member of both organizations. Representatives of all the leading educational and research institutions from all sections of the nation were present for the Pacific Divisional meeting which began June 13 and ran until June 18.

Professor Postl's summer section nature study courses have been delayed in starting by his enforced absence to attend this conference.

A prudent man foreseeth the evil and hideth himself; but the simple pass on and are punished.—Prov. 22:3.

Who's Who On Campus

Library Seeking Aid of Parents

An acute shortage of seating capacity in the library prompts this suggestion to students who have smaller children:

Ask the librarians for books suitable for your child, then let them run out on the lawn or the quadrangle behind the library, and read on the grass. This will free study chairs for some poor, burdened souls with nine chapters to go by fourth period.

Add to your faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge; and to knowledge temperance.—The Bible.

Library Seeking Aid of Parents

Harding to Call Try-out for Play

Chapel Programs To Be Continued

Chapel programs, initiated during the 1946-48 school year, were so popular that they will be continued during the summer school. Three programs have been planned: Friday, June 24, at 11 a.m.; July 18 at 11 a.m.; and August 5, at 11 a.m. Well-known religious leaders from churches throughout the Willamette valley will be guest speakers. Students will be asked to assist with the music and with the Scripture reading. The programs will be non-sectarian in nature. They will be of fullest skirts. Gentlemen wear suits of time and place.

Students are m·ged to offer suggestions for speakers or musical talent that might be incorporated into the chapel programs. Miss Joan Saayep, director of the summer school activity program, will appreciate student participation in the activity.

God never reveals himself to cowards.—Emerson.

Graduation Gifts at THE VOGUE

Central Cash Market

IGA

PHONE 444

Your Friendly IGA Store Invites You To Come In And To Compare Our Consistently Lower Prices!

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $3.00 AND OVER!

Chapel Programs To Be Continued

Square Dancers Take Over Gym

A heel and a toe and away we go! Grab your partner and swing right into the gym come a Tuesday and a Thursday for a very new-fashioned, old-fashioned good time.

The revival of our American folk dancing is going strong everywhere. OCE is not going to be caught sitting out at this wonderful time. Miss Dorothy Gillanders, from Arizona State teachers college, is calling the dances. You heard her say at the assembly that it can even cure rheumatism. For sure, we will guarantee you will sleep extra hard on Tuesday and Thursday nights—after the swing session, of course.

Our veterans (and we do NOT mean World War II) really shine here. The few "grey" ladies and gentlemen who are attending are putting the youngsters to shame. We have never seen such action since the Charleston and Blackbottom days of our childhood. These older and Wiser ones still can really swing out.

To be properly dressed for these sessions ladies should wear their something "gay and western." We have never seen such action since the Charleston and Blackbottom days of our childhood. These older and Wiser ones still can really swing out.

To be properly dressed for these sessions ladies should wear their something "gay and western." We have never seen such action since the Charleston and Blackbottom days of our childhood. These older and Wiser ones still can really swing out.

To be properly dressed for these sessions ladies should wear their something "gay and western." We have never seen such action since the Charleston and Blackbottom days of our childhood. These older and Wiser ones still can really swing out.

To be properly dressed for these sessions ladies should wear their something "gay and western." We have never seen such action since the Charleston and Blackbottom days of our childhood. These older and Wiser ones still can really swing out.

To be properly dressed for these sessions ladies should wear their something "gay and western." We have never seen such action since the Charleston and Blackbottom days of our childhood. These older and Wiser ones still can really swing out.
Emergency Certification Regulations Told

Authentic Information for All Made Available by State Board

Many educators have expressed interest in the provisions governing the emergency certification of teachers in Oregon. In order to provide adequate information on these requirements, the Legislature is printing the full text of the revised rules and regulations as adopted by the State Board of Education on December 9, 1948, for the school year 1948-1950.

General Provisions for Emergency Certification of Elementary Teachers

When the State Board of Education, in accordance with law, shall have declared that an emergency exists because of an acute shortage of regularly certified teachers, the superintendent of public instruction may, during such emergency issue emergency certification in accordance with the following rules and regulations:

A. Emergency certificates will be restricted to persons holding certificates within the following provisions:

Provision 1. Teachers regularly certificated in any other state, provided that:

a. The applicant has completed at least one year as a two-year elementary teacher training college or college at the collegiate level. (Certificates issued under this provision shall be valid in any school district in the state.)

b. The applicant has had at least two years of elementary teacher training college in a standard elementary teacher training institution and who are within one year of meeting general requirements for full certification, provided that:

1. The preparation must have included at least 36 quarter hours of supervised teaching. One year of public school teaching experience will be acceptable in lieu of one year of supervised teaching.
2. The applicant must present a statement from the teaching institution to the effect that he or she is within one year of general requirements from at least one standard elementary teacher training program and is an acceptable candidate for a teaching position.

(Certificates issued under this provision shall be valid in any school district in the state.)

Provision 2. Persons who have had teacher training in standard elementary teacher training institutions and who are within one year of meeting general requirements for full certification, provided that:

a. The applicant has had at least 36 quarter hours of supervised teaching. One year of public school teaching experience will be acceptable in lieu of one year of supervised teaching.

b. The applicant must present a statement from the teaching institution to the effect that he or she is within one year of general requirements from at least one standard elementary teacher training institution.

c. Credits earned by correspondence work will not be acceptable toward fulfilling any part of the eight-quarter hour requirement indicated in "a" above.

Provision 3. Teachers who have taught on state certificates or on certificates issued by cities having a population of 10,000 persons or more provided that such teachers shall have had at least 40 quarter hours of study beyond the requirement for high school graduation, approved by the State Board of Education; provided further that:

a. The 40 quarter hours must have been taken in a standard elementary teacher training institution.

b. Not less than 13 of the 40 quarter hours shall have been taken in a residential attendance or by extension since March 18, 1946.

c. Credits earned by correspondence work will not be acceptable toward fulfilling any part of the 12-quarter hour requirement indicated in "a" above.

An application for an emergency certificate under this provision shall include:
1. That the applicant has a definite offer of a position.
2. The position is, and district in which located, with salary to be paid.
3. Qualifications of the applicant.
4. Reason for requesting the employment of applicant by employing district.

Recommendation of applicant by superintendent of employing district for districts of the first class or by county superintendent and chairman of school board for other districts.

And such additional information deemed necessary by the superintendent of public instruction.

(Certificates issued under this provision shall be valid in the school district in which the applicant is employed in the school district specified on the application.)

(Note: For the school year 1949-50, provision 1 shall be valid in any school district in the state.)

Excursions Set

(Continued from Page Two) return by bus Leave Todd Hall at 10 a.m. on July 31 through the mill, have dinner in the mess hall, return to Monmouth by bus in the early evening. COST OF TRANSPORTATION BY BUS AND RAIL, $2.

Saturday, July 30, and Sunday, July 31: Automobile trip to Bend. By bus to the Sandia Pass, visit lakes in the high Cascades, visit the Peterson rock gardens, spend night in Bend, visit the Lava-Caves and Lava Butte, return to Monmouth by way of the McKenzie Pass and Eugene. COST OF TRANSPORTATION ONLY, $2.

Sunday, August 6: Bus trip to Bend and McKenzie Pass. Leave Todd Hall at 9 a.m. Lunch Information same as for coast trip. Will return to the campus in time for dinner.

Lemmon and bulletin board notices will give other information about these or other trips. Write for registration notices. For further details about any of the plans, see the dean of women.

Emergency Certification Regulations Told

College Personnel Changes Approved

By Board in Recent Portland Meeting

At its meeting in Portland Tuesday, the board of education announced the following personnel changes for the school year 1949-50:

Appointments: Byron L. Warner, assistant professor of English; Franklin T. Stimson, assistant professor of social studies; John H. Black, assistant professor of education; Elmer Fox, assistant professor of education; principal of training school; Mary Louise Nighes, instructor of education; Maxfield I. Blatt, instructor of biology; Grace R. Kaufmann, instructor of education; Lillian Prevost, instructor of education; Mildred Washburn, instructor of education. Provision was also made for the appointment of instructors of education. Resignations: Bude L. Williamson, instructor of education; Joseph Stewart Belkemn, instructor of education; Ruth McClure, assistant professor of education. Leavess of absence: Floyd B. Allen, assistant professor of education. Promotions: In rank and tenure: Ruth M. Carter, instructor of English and assistant director of counselor to assistant professor of English; Kenz Parley, instructor of science to assistant professor of English; Denise Murray, instructor of music to assistant professor; Helen Fox, instructor of language to assistant professor; Linda Fox, instructor of music to associate professor; Mildred Washburn, instructor of education.

P. A. S. H.!!

BREAK BABY ARCHIVES

Jeremy Clouse, 2 weeks old, 11 ounces, was born in Woodburn hospital in Albany Sunday morning at 8:55 a.m. and Mrs. Harry Rook of Monmouth, Mother and baby are reported in excellent condition but father in state of shock. He is expected to recover. Jeremy's first words were: "Wah Washuh.

College Personnel Changes Approved

Come To EBBERT'S BARBER SHOP for Expert Service

Laundering and Cleaning Agency for Independence Cleaners

Wagon Wheel Barbecue
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SCHOOL SUPPLIES STATIONERY

CAMERAS FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE